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Ken Scharabok (Vice President)
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR: Unless otherwise noted, all meetings will be held at the Studebaker
Frontier Homestead on Rt. 202 about four miles north of 1-70 near Tipp City. Please
don1t park on the grass or block access to the production area. Donations of ite~s to
the newsletter support raffle are always welcome. Please bring your ~ork or t~ollng for
display. The public and guests are welcome. Finger food and cold drl~ks provlded on a
break-even, donation plate basis. The forges at the homestead are avallable before and
after meetings for individual projects. PLEASE BRING AND WEAR SAF~TY GLASSES!
August 1st, 1 PM
September 5th, 1 PM
September 18th-20th

Demonstrations by Joe Abele and Steve Roth.
Demonstrations by Sick Franklin on welding.
Quad-State Blacksmithing Round-Up. If you have "
not received"a registration package by the end of
July, contact Dick Franklin, 7158 Klyemore Drive
Dayton, OH 45424.

October

NO MEETING

November 7th, 1 PH

Demonstrator needed.

December 5th, 1 PH

Demonstration by Paul Kuenle.

by LARRY VLIET
Jte2ltber Y~r Island Blat:k.3aith Ass.

THEORY OF HEAT TREATMENT OF CARBON TOOLSTEEL FOR WQODWORKERS
An understanding c1I the nature of carbon steel is necessary for achieving consistently successful
heat treatment of it. Iron. ~eel. and cast iron all contain iron as their principal element. Pure iron has less
than 0.008% carbon while steel roay have any where from 0.008 to 2.0% carbon and cast iron has greater
than 2.0% carbon. For steel it Is not just the presence of carbon put the heat treatment of the carbon-iron
mixture that determines the phYSical properties: hardness (ability to resist deformation). and toughness
(ability to absorb stress or shock and disperse it without damage). Steel is a crystalline structure. The
individual crystals group themselves into visible units called grains .. The size of the grains is controlled by
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the rate at which the metal cools from liquid state: slow cooling produces large crystals. As steel cools
slowly it goes through several phases or changes in its molecular structure. The temperatures that these
occur at are called the critical temperatures. These critical temperatures vary with the carbon content.
\Nhen heated to between a light cherry to an orange colour (approximately 16000F) it is in a solid but
still plastic state known as austenite: a high energy molecular configuration (face centered cubic iron)
with the carbon In solution. As it cools to below the A3line (see fi9.1), it changes or transforms into a lower
energy molecular configuration (body centered cubic iron with the now excess carbon no longer In
solution) that will eventually form stable grain types.
Several grain types may be produced (depending upon the amount of carbon available).
1. Ferrite is iron that has not combined with carbon and is soft and ductile.
2. Cementite is an iron crystal with a high carbon content and is very hard and brittle.
3. Pearlite is a lamellar aggregate of ferrite and cementite that is harder and less ductile than ferrite
but is softer and less brittle than cementite.
However If the steel is cooled very quickly from the austenite state, a different form of grain is formed:
martensite. Martensite is a very hard and brittle fine grained structure that is full of severe internal
stresses that may cause distortions and cracking. unless tempered. Tempering is a heat treatment
process of reheating hardened steel (martensite) to some temperature below the lower
critical.temperature. As the tempering temperature is increased the martensite is gradually changed into a
structure
, consisting of spheroids of cementite in a matrix of ferrite. These changes are accompanied by a
deceasing hardness and increasing toughness. Therefore the tempering temperature depends upon
the desired properties and the purpose for which the steel is to be used. If considerable toughness Is
required the tempering temperature should be high. If considerable hardness is required then the
tempering temperature should be low.
PRACTICAL HEAT TREATMENT OF CARBON TOOLSTEEL FOR WOODWORKERS
1. HOT WORKING CARBON TOOL STEEL
Working carbon tool steel when it is not in a plastiC state causes internal fractures (dislocations at the
grain boundaries) that will Increase the chance that the steel will crack during hardening or during later use.
Heat your work to above a ,cherry red (14200F - transformation point A2 in fig~ 1 (this is also the point
where steel becomes none magnetic]) but not above light yellow(approximately 2300 0F} or you will be
burning out the carbon in the steel.
Each time the piece is heated you loose some of the surface due to oxidation. Therefore shape the
piece with as few heats as possible. Some types of heat (charcoal or coke fired) are less prone to burning
out the carbon than others.
2. ANNEALING CARBON TOOL STEEL
After hot working, a piece may have developed enough internal stresses to cause problems when
hardening. The piece should be given a heat treatment known as annealing. Annealing is softening the
steel by heating the piece to above the A3 transformation point, holding the piece at that temperature till it
is uniformly heated and then allowing it to cool slowly in the furnace or in a bucket of dry ashes, lime,
fireclay, cement, etc..This allows the carbon content to go into solution,then as it cools, new crystals can
form without the stresses caused by working the steel. After the cooling is completed the piece may be
cleaned up by removing surface oxidation scale, belt grinding & polishing to remove any surface scratches
that may cause problems during hardening. Scratches may act as points of stress concentration that can
cause cracking.
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3. HARDENING CARBON TOOL STEEL
Hardening of the carbon tool steel is done by heating the piece to slightly above the A3 critical point
(approximately 18000F - orange heat; note: this temperature varies with the carbon content) and holding
(2 )

It there till the whole piece is uniformly heated. It should be cooled rapidly (quenched) in the appropriate
cooling media. In descending order of quickness in quenching 
note: the temperatute of the
a) brine (10% salt)
b) water
quenching media can affect
c) oil
the rate of quenching.
If cooled too slowly the austenite will not all be transformed into martensite. However some steel types
if cooled to quickly develop enough internal stress that they severely crack. Follow the steel
manufacturer's heat treatment instructions. If you are uncertain of what steel type you have then heat a
test piece and quench it in oil and check for hardness by testing it with a file: if the file can not bite into the
steel then it is likely fully hardened, if it can bite into it easily then likely the quench was not quick enough
and a water quench should have been used. How you quench it can be very important. Just putting the
piece in the quench medium can cause uneven cooling. The medium can boil and the resulting bubbles
act as insulation between the medium and the piece. The piece should therefore be quickly moved
through the quenching medium in a figure eight pattern to reduce the chance of the bubbles Insulating
one part of the piece more than another part.
4. TEMPERING CARBON TOOL STEEL
Rarely is a piece used in the 'as quenched' state due to its extreme lack of toughness. Tempering, as
mentioned previously. is a method of reducing some of the hardness and increasing the toughness of
the piece. Fortunately the temperature range that is used in tempering can be correlated to the surface
oxidation colours that occur when oxygen reacts with the polished surface of the heated steel. The
tempering heat should be controllable enough that the heat Is applied evenly and the correct tempering
colour can be seen in time for you to remove the piece and quench it. Some times it is desirable to perform
the tempering process a second time to ensure that a thorough tempering has been done (one surface
of the piece will need to be polished again so that the new tempering colours may be seen). Note it is
not necessary to quench after tempering unless one portion of the piece has been over heated and its
heat will travel to a thinner section and draw too much of the hardness away.
5. TOOL STEEL TYPES
Water Hardening Carbon Too! Steels
For wood cutting hand tools a plaln carbon too! stee! such as W1 is adequate. It are available as water
hardening (with a carbon content of between 0.6 to 1.4% carbon, depending upon the manufacturer)
Good for tools that must hold an exceptional edge. The edge holding ability of the steel is closely related
to the hardness and therefore to the carbon content.
Another water hardening carbon too! steel is W2 (with a carbon content of between 0.6 to 1.4%
carbon, depending upon the manufacturer; plus 0.25% vandium to increase its toughness).
Oil HardeningCarbon Too! Steels
A low alloy oil hardening'tool steel such as 01 (0.90% C, 0.50% chromium, 0.50% tungsten) is used
as an alternative to W2 where shape presents heat-treating problems. It Is easier to forge but will not
harden to quite the same degree as W2.
There are many more types of stee!s
EFFECTS OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS
CARBON - is the main element responsible for the hardness and wear resistance of steel. The edge
holding ability of a steel is closely re!ated to its hardness and there fore the carbon content is of major
importanpe for cutting tools:
Jow-carbon, machinery steels
0.0 - O.25%C
0.30 - 0.60%
medium-carbon, the forging grades
0.60- 1.40%
high-carbon spring and tool steels
(3 )

0.65 - 0.75%
0.75 - 0.90%

machinery parts, hammers
cold chisels, shear blades, rock drills smith's tools set hammers, swages, and
flatteners.
0.90 - 1.10%
drills, milling tools, threading dies, cold striking dies, punches
1.10 - 1.40%
small cutters, drills, taps, wood-cutting tools, turning tools, razors.
Correct heat treatment (hardening & tempering) is required to take advantage of carbon tool steel's
properties.
Because carbon as the major alloy does not allow great depth of hardness, other alloying elements
are used to improve the tool steel's heat treating properties by a) increased hardenability, b) retention of
fine grain structure, c) reducing softening during tempering.
VANDIUM - inhibits grain growth which produces a tougher steel
MOLYBENDIUM -inhibits grain growth, increases toughness, and increases hardenabiltity.
CHROMIUM - increases hardenability, wear resistance and heat resistance.
NICKEL - improved toughness, increased. hard en ability, corrosion resistance.
These alloys and others may are used in many varying combinations and quantities for specific properties.
Their heat treatment requirements may vary considerably therefore follow the manufacturer's
recommendations.
SOURCES
Wilkinson Steel carries polished carbon drill rod in standard 3' lengths. The diameters available are 1/16
through 1" in 1/16" increments. Carbon content is 1.10%. Hardening 1440-14700 F . Tempering 210
5700F..Yieldlng a hardness in the Rc 55-65 range.
Recycled steel from industrial manufacturers, automotive parts can provide structrual high carbon steel
and alloy steel. Automotive leaf springs are AISI types 1085 to 1095 plain carbon spring steel. Files are
typically 1.2 -1.4 % carbon.

Knife makers. according to Jack Andrews ("Edge of the Anvil"), find the following steels suitable for them:
- W2 (contains 0.25% vandium)
- F3 (special purpose carbon tungsten)
- 01 (0.90% carbon, 0.50% chromium. 0.50% tungsten)
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HEAR YE!
HEAR YE!
HEAR YE!

The June 92 newsletter of the Blacksmith Guild of
Central Maryland contained information that Dixie Gunworks
(Gunpowder Lane, P.O. Box 130, Union City, TN 38261 
800-238-6785 contains sketch books featuring
period clothing, tools,utencils, etc. of the Revolutionary
Har which could be used as idea generators or to document
the historical accuracy of your wor~{.. The same issue also
reported on three of their members taking a Scout Troop to
see the ironwork at the Uashington National cathedral.
This cathedral contains one of the finest collections of
ironwork in the U.S. and should be a 'must see' if you are
in the Hashington DC area. Ask one of the staff for a
list of the work and its creator.

The Guild of Metalsmiths has published a 35 page,
book titled "Iron t.1enagerie" which has 175
detailed photos and explicit step~bY'-step procedures and
tools required to forge 16 different animal heads. Order from Norm Larson Books,
5426 E. Hwy 246, Lompoc, CA 93436, credit card orders to 800-743-4766, for $16.95
plus $2.00 postage. I understand Centaur Forge will also carry this book.
8~"xlln
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HELP ~JANTED: Top flight, award-winning ornamental iron shop seeds experienced
metal worker skilled in forging, layout and precise fabrication. If you're looking
for challenging projects and an opportunity to grow with a company on the move,
this is it. Salarj and :benefits based on experience. Call David Ponsler at Uonder
land Products, Inc., P.O. Box 6074, Jacksonville, FL 32205 - 904-786-0144.
If you like to make various types of hooks, the May-June 1992 issue of the news
letter of t~1e Alabama Forge Council is devoted to the subject with 13 different
ones. Membership in APC is $15.00 to Alabama Forge Council, 176 Brentwood Lane,
l-ladison, AL 35758. They always have a dandy, well-illustrated newsletter.
To continue his daughter's interested in blacksmithing, Casey McKenna, as
related in the newsletter of the Inland Northwest Blacksmith Ass'n, made here a
unit consisting of a down-sized treadle hammer which stands 58" ta,:L.l .with a 14"
fall and 10-pound head, an anvil made from a length of RR track and included both
on a work table along with a small legvice and other tooling.
vlANTED: V1izard heads for collection. Contact Jirmny Hyde, 5094 Stagecoach Rd.,
Ellenwood, GA 30049 with a sketch and your asking price. The most unusual the better.
APPRENTICESHIP HANTED: Seeking a long-term apprenticeship with a Mastersmith of
Architectural Iron. Am willing to relocate anywhere in the U.S. Cooperative and
willing to abide by stipulations needed for this type of arrangement. ~lill provide
a resume for interested parties on ·request. contact Orlando r·1artinez, 520 Fountain,
Ann Aroor, MI 48103 - 313-741-:-7192.
v7ANTED: 50-100 pound power harmner.
C1agrin Falls, OH 44023.

Contact Ken Roby, 16665

~Jest

Park Circle Dr.,

From the Michiga~ Artist Dlacksmith Ass'n comes word about Craig Shergold, a
7-year old boy suffering from terminal cancer. It is his ambition to be included
in t..'1e Guiness Book of Horld Records for t:1e largest number of business cards ever
collected by one person. Please send to Craig Shergold, c/o Children's t-1ake a \lish
Foundation, 32 Perimeter Center East, Atlanta, GA 30346.
Allison's vlells School of Arts & Crafts, Inc., P.O. Box 950, canton, MS 39046
601-859-5826 or 800-489-2787 is now accepting applications for tenancy, a unique
opportunity to participate in their Artist' Incubator Program. ~lis is a resident
program designed to provide class work, intensive studio activity and exposure to
other crafts to prepare an artist for full-time professional work in their area of
concentration. For further information contact the school.
FOR SALE: Large Buffalo fiorge with chimney andhandcranked blower. This unit
has only been used a few times! v7ill consider trade on a 25 or 50 lb power hammer.
Also have a nice Peter: Hright,'anvil for· sale. Contact Art Klopp, Tiffin, OH 
419-448-1858.
caesar's Creek Pioneer
on August 14-16, 1992. A
on grounds). Contact Jim
Lindemood - 513-897-5848.

Village near v7aynesville, OH will host Old Machinery Days
full weekend of events at a nominal fee (camping available
Hurst - 513-877-2765, Gene Bustle - 513-899-3008 or Bruce
Literally something for everyone.

The Alabama Forge Council will hold their 1992 Blacksmith Conference & \7orkshap on
September 11-13 at the Tannehill Historic state Park near Bessemer, AL. Demonstrators
will be Doug I-lendrickson, Chuck Patrick, Bob Patrick and Larry Hood. For further
information contact Clay Spenser at 205-837-6996.
I was very pleased to hear Clay Spenser will be running for the ABANA board at the
next election. He has done a bang up job for the Alabama chapter and would be an
asset to the board.
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BLACKSMITHING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES:
(SOF&A member Hunter Pilkinton of ~laver1y,
TN kindly loaned me his copy of "Blacksmith's Manual Illustrated" by J. H. Li11ico,
published in England. The following correspond toa few of the illustrations.
~ excellent book on using powerhammer tools in particular!)
1. Bottom fuller with a stop forged 011. This is to keep the forging from rolling
off when fu11ering.
2. Tool known as a saddle for working in split or hard to reach areas.
3. Bending link (also see #10).
4. Cutting tool which is made to come flush \lith the side of the anvil. See #7.
5. Fork tool which is used for bending.
6. Method of bending a bar at right angles by using a bending link.
7. Method of using the curring tool to cut off stock.
B. One method of using a V-swage with a fuller to shape square corners.
9. Method of welding a link by using a link tool.
10. Bending link used to bend an angle bar at right angles.
11 & 12. Block used to bend small angle bars by gripping the bar at one end
and pulling it around, at the same time hammering it on top to avoid puckering.
13. Portabar which is clamped to a forging. To make a portabar weld a piece of
angle bar to a round bar as shown.
14. Pair of handles which act as a pair of clamps to clamp the partabar when
forging. In this case the striker acts in conjunction with the smith, by putting
his weight on the portabar to enable the sinith to turn the forging as required.
15. Another design of handles.
16. Method of bending small angle bars. Supposing the angle bar to be bend is
2"x2", take a bar of 2" square and bend it to the same radius which is required
on the angle bar, then bend one end to fit the hole in the anvil as shown. Hhen
the angle bar is hot, grip the end as shown and pull it against the 2" square bar.
17. Miscellaneous examples forged work .in different stages using side steps.
lB. Double "s" link used to quickly join and unjoin chains.
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TIPS AND TECHNIQUES: The following were, for the most part, paraphrased
from other ABANA Chapter newsletter. Hhi1e the inforamtion presented herein, and
elsewhere in this newsletter, is believed to be accurate, neither SOF&A nor ABANA
assume any responsibility for the accuracy, fitness, proper design, safety or safe
use of any information, technique, material, tool design, use, etc. USE IS SOLELY
AT THE USER'S m7N RISK!!!
B~CKSMITHING

- OXY/ACE TORCH HOLDER: This holder used by Roy Plumlee, as
described in the newsletter of the Illinois Valley Blacksmith
Ass'n, allows him to put the torch out of his waywh~n he is
twerking a gate, grill, etc., yet keep it handy. \'lhen the .arrow
is pointing he added a broom handle wall clip (available in most
hardware stores) which keeps the torch in place.
Hunter Pilkinton of "avery, TN uses
~
~
this jig::. to solder two ends of bandsaw blades .together. The old .
:G
door hinge is held in the vice by the leg, the ~nds mated in the
cut out square, the two sides held tight with clamps and. then
8
t9
soldered. He emphasized the two ends should be precisely tapered and clean.

- BRAZING BANDS"'! BLADES,

_ mUSH COATllJG: When laminating, layering or appliqueillg pieces which will be
subject to weather (outside), ahvays prine the inside surface thoroughly. A good
exanple is a railing with a flat bar capped with half round or half oval. If a
painted finish is desired, I prine the inside surfaces with two coats of latex
rretal priner. If natural finish is desired, I use two coats of Valoil #30 Sealer.
If possible put the pieces together when the priner is still tacky, it will really
seal the inside against corrosion. So often one sees this type of rail where
water has gotten in between and the ensuing rust has separated the pieces. One
can NEVER get at those inside surfaces again, so do it right. (By Francis ~\1hitaker
fran the newsletter of the Blacksmiths Ass In of Missouri) •
( 7)

(Cont. on Page 12)

ABANA
P.O. Box 1181, Nashville, Indiana 47448
Executive Secretary, Janelle Gilbert

Artist-Blacksmiths' Association of North America

Office Hours:

7:30-11 :30am & I :30-4:30pm
Phone: (812) 988-6919

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
August 1992
Dear ABANA Chapters,
We are well into a great summer season. There are plenty of chapter activities going on
around the country right now, and some being planned for the Fall. Likewise, the ABANA
Board continues it's planning as well.· You know from all you have read and heard that
ABANA is growing, a·nd getting stronger. You have seen a few results from ABANA's growth
in the last couple of years, and we have much more to look forward to. We would appear to
be better off than we have ever been. That can only be considered good news for all of us.
Thanks to those whom you have sent to the Board, we are in a position to do more for our
member--ship. I bring the subject of ABANA Board projects up at this time because we are
now putting plans together for 1993, partially based on input we received from you in the
form of Surveys and Chapter calls.
You know from recent Chapter calls that the ABANA Board is exploring and improving several
areas. The ABANA Library Committee is working on improvements in the Library. Some of
these improvements are due to help from some very talented folks from Chapters around the
country. Insurance for Chapters has been a topic that has come up on numerous occasions,
and we are still exploring our options there. We are adding a booklet called The Blacksmiths
Resource Register to the ABANA Office that will list the names and specialties of ABANA
members all around the country. (To be included in the register, contact the ABANA Office.)
We have added new sales items including ABANA T-shirts and the MacFarlane Pattern Book.
There are other ideas and plans in the works I don't have room to detail, but you get the
idea. We are committed to continuous improvement of everything we do, along with exploring
new areas and ideas.
In another month or so, you will have the opportunity to vote for new ABANA Board members.
Several ABANA Board members will be leaving the Board this term.
They have all done
outstanding jobs, and exactly who is leaving will be detailed next month. It will be necessary
to realign responsibilities in order to cover the work they're leaving behind. The decisions
you make will help to shape ABANA's future. There is a lot at stake, we need you to stay
involved. We need you to vote.
Most of you know I am a safety nut, so I won't pass up the opportunity to throw out this
reminder: many of you will be explaining the art and craft to new members this Summer and
Fall -- don't forget to make safe working habits a high priority item as you speak to, and
demonstrate for them. 1 know we all have been doing a pretty fair job of it; reports of
serious accidents are few and far between. still, we can't afford to let our guard for a
moment, because that's all the time it takes to change a life forever. Hopefully, the safe
working habits learned from you by members of your chapter will be spread by them to
others who are learning.. What a nice arrangement!
Until next time,

Clayton Carr
ABANA President
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ATTENTION MINATURE ANVIL COLLECTORS: Ron Porter, a collector of rninature anvils, would like to set up a
display area at Quad-State 1992 and possibly do some trading. If you are interested in participating, please
give Ron a call at 317-689-8450. He will try to make display space available.
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the king of Craft.

Vol.· 6, No.4 April 1992
JOHN GANTON In Arizona
There aren' too many people that
want 10 take a blacksmith shop w~h Ihem
on their winter vacation in Arizona. but
I've mel a lot of people that say, 'I'd like 10
do some blacksmithIng but I don't have
any room lor a shop: I've been very
pleased how well my portable shop nas
worked out and anyone with a comer 01 a
garage lor storage can be a blacksmith,

a lour inch leg vice and ns stand with a
twenty pound bloCk of steel that just drops
into a socket. This 'anvil' was adequate lor
loght work but a blOCk Ihlrty or Ihirty f,ve
pounds would be less resuictive. The
block just lilts OUI 01 its socket so rt can be
moved separately lrom the vice and stand,
The VIce makes Ihe best 'Ihird hand' I've
ever used and only occasionally is II in lhe
way 01 work on the anvil.

For small tools I brought: a 3 pound
It takes me about live minutes to set cross pein, a 2 pound cross peen and a
up the propane 10rge and in Ihe next live one pound ball peen; live pair 01 longs; a
minutes While the lorge is reaching hardy; a bending lork made Irom an old
working temperature I have the rest of the wrench; two spring bullers; a hack saw; a
shop set up,
tool roll 01 small tools used mainly lor
animal heads: and a hot set.
The key to a portable shop Is the
I was amazed how much I could do
propane lorge,
The luel Is readily
available; the lorge Is light weight; and with Ihis simple shop, I missed my power
most important of all, there is no smoke, I hack saw more than my 224 pound anvil.
worked next to my landlord's white wall, WIth light weigh I equipment Ihere are nc
My 10rge used an eleven Inch lenglh 01 restrictions on the type of work you can ,do
eighl Inch diameler Ihln wall tubing lined but Ihere are limitations on Ihe size 01
with one Inch 01 Kaowool and a smear 01
'Ceriset', My scrap pile yielded a large
stand using a slightly bent step,stool and
the door off a metal cabinet I bought an
almospheric propane burner so I could be
independent of electric power but I don'
like it as well as Ihe "conventional'
burners we've been making using an
electric blower.
The pictures show how I combined
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stock you can cope with. I was using
Ihree Quarter inch square stock lor animal
heads and I would have been better 011
with a heavier anvil.

John Ganton

- TEMPERING KNIVE BI.J.\DZS: I forge, grind am finish a blade of W2 steel or
Damascus to a ca.nplete finish. The blade is all but sharpened, and is abou~c
1/32" or thereabou·ts t:uck at the cutting' edge at t..lJ.e time of heat treati11g. A
~utrite/nitrate salt is melted in a stainless pipe placed in a fur::1.c3.ce. H'nen the
solution reaches 1500Op, I lower the blade into the so:!..ution. In one or tw:>
minutes the bla&e reaches temperature eve..'1ly, not overheated, nor u."lCierheated,
a.J.C1 with .10 thennal shock. The l>:ade is witlilrawn and quenc:':1ed into another
salt bath at 400Op. ~Vhen the solution has 000100 back down to 400Op, t'le blade
is withdrawn and allONed to cool to uader 1750p in still air in the shOp. What
is achieved is a super fine grain structure, several points higher on t.'i-}e Rockwell
scale of hard.'1.ess, yet it is tougher, not more Drittle. When te...llperoo, the stell
can be left at a higher Roch.-well hard.."less, yet be suDsta."ltially tougher because the
blade is essentially stress free. As significw'1t to Ire is that the blade is not
scaled in the process at all!!! Decarburization is rooucoo fran .010 to .0010 per
inch. The surface is unaffected visually. (By John Smith fran the newsletter of
+-he Illinois Valley Blacksmith Ass In) .
- HOLDIXMlN TOOL: Starting with an ll-R Vise Grip Welding
Clarrp, first cut off the jaw on the side where the adjusting
screw is located. Next take a piece of stock the size of
your hardy hole (about 4-6" long) and weld the stock to the
cut off jaw. This hardy holddown is simple and quick to
make but works great! (By Mike Shaffer from the newsletter
of the Tullie Smith House Blacksmith Guild) .

ABAHA Merrbership AppiK:ation

o
o

Name
0 New Member 0 Renewal
Phone,_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address
S t a t e ' Zip,_ _-::.,--:--_--:-:::-=-_ _
City
Regular Membership-----$35
0 Family Members~-----$40 0 Senior Citizen-----$25
MasterCard
0 Visa
0 Check/Money Order

IIIIIIIIIIII IIIII

Card Number
Mail application to:

ABANA.

[!J/OJ

Exp, Date
P.O. Box 1181, Nashville, IN 47448
Phone 812·988-6919

Dues Distribution: 1 Year Subscription to Anvils Ring: 68.5% $24.00, Adm. Offices & ABANA projects: 31.50/0 $11.00

************************************************************************************
SOFA SOUNDS is the bi-rronthly newsletter of the Southern Ohio Forge and Anvil (SOFA)
Chapter of the Artist-Blacksmith Ass I n of North America (.ABANA). Non-copyrighted
material may be reprinted as long as proper credit is given to the original source.
Unless otherwise indicated, the material herein was provided by the Editor. Member
ship is SOFA is $5.00 per year payable to S.O.F.A. in care of Ron Van Vickle, 1121
Central Ave., Greenville, OH 45331 - 513-548":'8408. Send change of address
mtifications to Dick Franklin, 7158 Klyerrore Dr., Dayton, OH 45424.
SOFA SOUNDS
c/o Ken Scharabok
P.O. Box 33399
Dayton, OH 45433-0399
NOTE:

o

YOUR SOFA MEMBERSHIP
EXPIRES WITH THE MONI'H
ON YOUR MAILING LABEL.

FIRST CLASS

